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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a recording paper winder which can eliminate uneven

rolling or jamming resulting from curling caused by winding when machine glazed paper delivered from

a printer is wound, and damage to a member such as a gear, caused by the attachment/detachment of a

winding reel for machine glazed paper.

SOLUTION: This recording paper winder consists of a winding reel 5 for machine glazed paper

whose end involves a reel flange 5b; a pressure means 6 which always comes into contact with the

winding outer-periphery surface of the winding reel 5 for machine glazed paper or the outer-periphery

surface ofwound machine glazed paper 4a, following a change in a winding diameter, and oscillating

around a supporting shaft 12 fixed on a frame body 10; a first pressurizing means 1 1 for pressing the

press means 6 against the winding reel 5 for machine glazed paper; and a U-shaped guide plate 7

supported on the free end of the pressure means 6 and energized in one direction by a second

pressurizing means 9.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the recording paper take-up

motion of small terminals, such as POS, a register, a handy terminal, a measuring instrument, a Label

Printer, and pasteboard.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Generally the composition of the recording paper take-up motion which

rolls round the roll sheet printed using the roll sheet makes a driving source conventionally the motor for

ejections of a printer, or the motor only for winding, and the recording paper take-up motion by the

composition which is sent out from a printer and drives the reel which rolls round the roll sheet sent out

from the printer using a means of communication with a timing belt and a gearing at a speed quicker

than the speed of a roll sheet is known.

[0003] There is JP,6-8356,Y as a conventional example of the recording paper take-up motion using the

reel by the single-sided flange. The above-mentioned conventional example is explained using drawing

3 (a) and (b). The reel section 51 equipped with **** 55 which puts the point of the roll sheet sent out

from the printer, In the recording paper take-up motion constituted with the flange 54 which regulates

one end of the rolled-round roll sheet, the support slot 52 by which rotation support is carried out at an

outer frame, and the gearing 53 which receives the turning effort for rolling round the aforementioned

roll sheet It inserts in **** 55 which established the nose ofcam of the roll sheet sent out from the

printer (not shown) in the reel section 51, and where a roll sheet is twisted firmly 2 to 3 times, the

support slot 52 is attached in a take-up motion frame (not shown), and it fixes. At this time, the gearing

53 which prepared in the free end of the reel section 51, and the gearing of a drive system mesh, and

winding of a roll sheet is performed by operating the motor of a driving source.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, it is performing the recording paper take-up

motion of the aforementioned conventional composition demounting the reel section 5 1 from a

recording paper take-up motion as work which twists around a recording paper take-up motion the roll

sheet sent out from the printer, inserting the nose ofcam of a roll sheet in **** 55, and attaching in a

recording paper take-up motion again in the state of [ the ]
multiple-times volume attachment. In the

work of these series, according to the insertion state or volume state at a nose of cam of a roll sheet,

volume GUSE arises and exact winding is not performed.

[0005] Moreover, it twisted, preparation took time and it had the technical problem that poor winding by
the gearing injury at the time of attachment and detachment of a reel arose further.

[0006] this invention solves such a conventional technical problem, and it aims at offering the recording

paper take-up motion twisted around a roll-sheet machine reel in the roll sheet simply sent out from the

printer, without demounting a roll-sheet machine reel.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve this technical problem, the recording paper take-up

motion by this invention The forcing member rocked centering on the support shaft which always

touched the roll-sheet machine reel which prepared the flange only in one side, and the winding

periphery side of this roll-sheet machine reel or the rolled-round periphery side of a roll sheet, followed

in footsteps of change of the diameter of winding, and was fixed to the frame, the first pressurization

means which presses this forcing member against a roll-sheet machine reel, and the aforementioned



forcing - it constitutes from a guide plate of the shape ofU character which was supported by the free

end of a member and energized by ** on the other hand by the second pressurization means

[0008] According to the composition of this invention, without demounting a roll-sheet machine reel

from a recording paper take-up motion, it is automatically drawn only by forcing the nose ofcam of a

roll sheet with the reel section, and inserting between members, and is twisted around the reel section by
the guide plate.

[0009] By this composition, the beautiful recording paper take-up motion of a winding state will be

obtained.

[0010]

[Embodiments of the Invention] The roll-sheet machine reel by which invention of this invention

according to claim 1 prepared the flange only in one side, The forcing member rocked centering on the

support shaft which always touched the winding periphery side of this roll-sheet machine reel, or the

rolled-round periphery side of a roll sheet, followed in footsteps of change of the diameter of winding,

and was fixed to the frame, The first pressurization means which presses this forcing member against a

roll-sheet machine reel, the aforementioned forcing - it constituting from a guide plate of the shape ofU
character which was supported by the free end of a member and energized by ** on the other hand by

the second pressurization means, and with compulsive drawing in by the forcing member It has

operation of performing volume attachment of travelling-direction regulation at the nose of cam of the

roll sheet by the guide plate, and the nose ofcam of the roll sheet by winding speed more nearly high-

speed than a printer depended for twisting.

[001 1] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained using drawing 2 from drawing 1 .

Drawing 1 is the outline side elevation showing the composition of the recording paper take-up motion

in the gestalt of operation of this invention.

[0012] Drawing 2 is the side elevation showing winding operation of the recording paper take-up motion
in the gestalt of operation of this invention.

[0013] Below, below drawing 1 and drawing 2 are used and operation is explained to the composition

row in the gestalt of this operation.

[0014] The printer in which 1 has a platen roller 2 and a thermal head 3, and 4 A roll sheet, The roll-

sheet machine reel which rolls round the roll sheet 4 to which 5 is sent out from a printer 1, The rotation

rocking forcing member centering on the support shaft 12 which 6 contacted the periphery of reel

section 5a of the roll-sheet machine reel 5, or rolled-round roll-sheet 4a, and was fixed to the frame 10,

The guide plate of the shape ofU character which 7 pushes and is supported by the free end of a

member 6 with the support shaft 8, It is the second pressurization means which consists of a spring with

which 9 energizes a guide plate 7 to ** on the other hand, and the first pressurization means which
consists of a spring which energizes the force which 1 1 pushes and always forces a member 6 on the

periphery of reel section 5a or rolled-round roll-sheet 4a, and the operation is explained using this

drawing.

[0015] It is pushed against the periphery of roll-sheet 4a always rolled round by reel section 5a by the

first pressurization means 1 1 which consists of an energization spring with the guide plate 7 the member
6 was supported by whose frame 10 in the end by pushing. A drive system (not shown) is operated and
the roll-sheet machine reel 5 is rotated in the direction of arrow A. At this time, the roll-sheet machine
reel 5 shall rotate at a winding speed quicker than the ejection speed of a printer 1 . The nose of cam of a
roll sheet 4 is forced with reel section 5a in the state where the side of the roll sheet 4 sent out from the

printer 1 was made to meet reel flange 5b, and it inserts between members 6 (arrow B).

[0016] The inserted roll sheet 4 is drawn by the turning effort of reel section 5a, and is led to a guide

plate 7. Furthermore, the nose ofcam of a roll sheet 4 is sent in between the roll sheet 4 drawn and
drawn in reel section 5a as the U character curve of a guide plate 7 shows to Arrow C once again, and
reel section 5a. By pushing and forcing roll-sheet 4a by the member 6, it is certainly twisted by being

gradually bound tight by reel section 5a and repeating several times by rolling round most quickly the

roll sheet 4 which touches reel section 5a directly. It becomes winding operation after volume
attachment is completed.

[0017] Since it is rolled round rather than the feed rate of a printer 1 at high speed at the time of
winding, tension arises in a roll sheet 4 between a printer 1 and a recording paper take-up motion. It will

be in the winding state which does not have sagging by this tension. Since this tension will increase

gradually, imbalance will produce it at the send speed of a printer 1, and the winding speed of a

recording paper take-up motion and trouble will be caused to printing precision or equipment, above the



fixed load, the slip mechanism to race is prepared in the drive system of a recording paper take-up

motion.

[0018] Gradually, it increases and goes, roll-sheet 4a rolled round forces a path along with this, and a

member 6 carries out rotation rocking in the arrow Dl direction a center [ the support shaft 12 ].

Although the guide plate 7 which pushes at this time and is supported by the free end of a member 6

moves by Tracing (alternate long and short dash line display) E, it cannot escape from the overall

diameter section centering on the support shaft 12 of roll-sheet 4a which the free end of a guide plate 7

rolled round in this case, but increases the load ofwinding on the contrary, and causes a paper jam. The

composition of this invention supports a guide plate 7 with the support shaft 8, the free end of a guide

plate 7 rocks it to an arrow D 2-way along with outer-diameter change of roll-sheet 4a, and it moves,

drawing Tracing (dashed line display) F from the first position Fo of a volume to the volume end

position Fn.

[0019] After the nose ofcam of a roll sheet 4 has separated from the printer 1 in the end of a volume by

this composition, sagging and beautiful winding without BARAKE are obtained.

[0020]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, the recording paper take-up motion by this invention can

offer the recording paper take-up motion which realizes beautiful winding without sagging by having the

two roll-sheet pressure-welding sections while insertion of the roll sheet to a recording paper take-up

motion becomes easy with a forcing member and a guide plate.

[Translation done.]


